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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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expert's language
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undeveloped, 
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descriptive
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expression


Question 2 - Example 3







wider example
undeveloped


AO1: basic methods of analysis, some terminology used accurately, 
discussion of topic is narrow - 8


AO2: some understanding of concepts and issues, and while relevant, these
are not fully applied to data or wider examples - 4


AO3: undeveloped discussion of construction of meaning, often superficial, some
valid analysis of contextual factors - 4


tot. 16







sense of audience
engagement


purpose







expression


AO5: organises material for effect, generally sound and controlled; engagement
with target audience - 11







register 
purpose
identified


some evaluation
of language choice


some evaluation
underdeveloped


descriptive,
but sense of genre
convention







some discussion
of issue
effect of language


descriptive







relationship with
audience


effect of language


AO2: sensible awareness of task and relevant issues - 5
AO3: sensible analysis of contextual factors and discussion of construction of meaning
at times somewhat superficial - 5


tot. 10
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Question 1(a): Spoken control and dominance (Language and Power) 
 


 AO1 AO2 AO3 AO5 


Question 1 (a) 20 marks 10 marks 10 marks  


Question 1 (b)    20 marks 


Question 1 (c)  10 marks 10 marks  


 


1. The text below is an extract from The Anatomy of Power written by a political 
journalist. It is a non-fiction account about British Prime Ministers. In the extract, 
Prime Minister Clement Attlee sacks a minister in his team he has known well for 
twenty years. 


 
(a) Using the extract as a starting point, analyse and evaluate how spoken 


language is used to control and dominate others. You must refer to other 
examples of spoken control and dominance in your response.  [40] 


 
In your answer to the question that follows, you should consider:  
• the lexical and grammatical choices 
• the relationship between participants 
• contextual factors relevant to this text and other spoken examples. 


 


 
This question tests the candidate's ability to analyse language using appropriate 
terminology, to evaluate how the contextual factors have shaped meaning, and to 
demonstrate an understanding of how language is used through critical selection of relevant 
concepts and issues. The candidate's ability to organise their response logically with clear 
topic sentences and a developing argument is also tested.  
 
Overview  
 
Characteristics of a successful response may include: 


• confident analysis of the extract as a starting point before developing the argument to 
encompass a range of appropriate, carefully analysed wider examples 


• explicit demonstration of language knowledge 


• critical application of relevant issues, concepts and theories  


• comprehensive evaluation of the effect of contextual factors  


• clear critical understanding of the relationship between specific ideas and the focus 
question 


• focused discussion of key concepts 


• focused discussion of key issues  


• thoughtful understanding of how context affects linguistic choices 


• sophisticated awareness of the importance of audience, purpose, situation and occasion 


• the importance of context i.e. situation, purpose, genre, register etc. e.g. how the setting 
of the interaction may reinforce the dominance of the powerful speaker 


• the relationship between speakers e.g. levels of social distance, asymmetry, relative 
status. 
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Characteristics of a less successful response may include: 


• limited/non-specific discussion of the extract as a starting point 


• limited provision of wider examples 


• response focusing exclusively on the extract 


• inaccurate use of terminology applied to demonstrate language knowledge 


• lack of specific focus on the question e.g. discussing subordinate participant/s, rather 
than those whose power allows them to control and/or dominate 


• general discussion of concepts/issues not used to explore extract/candidate’s own 
examples 


• lack of specific examples selected to support all points 


• context discussed in general terms. 
 
There are several theories that candidates could use: 
• Instrumental Power - Wareing  
• Accommodation theory - Giles 
• Face - Goffman/Brown and Levinson  
• Politeness - Lakoff/Leach  
• Gender - O’Barr and Atkins.  
 
This is not a checklist. Credit other valid interpretations where they display relevant 
knowledge and use appropriate analytical methods. 
 
Notes 
The following notes address features of interest which may be explored, but it is important to 
reward all valid discussion. 
 
Candidates should analyse and evaluate how, in the extract, the powerful speaker (Attlee) 
dominates and controls the subordinate (the minister) through various strategies, before 
moving on to a wider consideration of spoken dominance and control.  
 
Candidates must also analyse different examples of spoken dominance and control from 
their own knowledge/experience. Examples may include (but need not be limited to): 


• classroom interactions 


• job interviews 


• media interviews 


• parent/child interactions 


• legal proceedings 


• mixed gender interactions. 
 
Medium 


• spoken mode  
 
Tenor 


• how different levels of formality might be used to dominate/control 


• the use of positive/critical and/or emotive language 


• terms of address/vocatives 


• different grammatical moods, particularly imperatives and directive declaratives/ 
interrogatives 


• use of tag questions assuming agreement 


• prosodic features 


• rhetorical devices 


• tone. 
 


This is not a checklist. Look for and reward valid alternatives. 
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BAND 
AO1 AO2 AO3 


20 marks 10 marks 10 marks 


5 


17-20 marks 


• Sophisticated methods of 
analysis 


• Confident use of a wide 
range of terminology  


• Perceptive discussion of 
topic  


• Coherent, academic style 


9-10 marks 


• Detailed critical 
understanding of 
concepts  


• Perceptive discussion 
of issues  


• Confident and concise 
selection of supporting 
examples 


9-10 marks 


• Confident analysis of a 
range of contextual 
factors  


• Productive discussion of 
the construction of 
meaning  


• Perceptive evaluation of 
effectiveness of 
communication 


4 


13-16 marks 


• Effective methods of 
analysis  


• Secure use of a range of 
terminology  


• Thorough discussion of 
topic 


• Expression generally 
accurate and clear 


7-8 marks 


• Secure understanding 
of concepts  


• Some intelligent 
discussion of issues  


• Consistent selection of 
apt supporting 
examples 


7-8 marks 


• Effective analysis of 
contextual factors  


• Some insightful 
discussion of the 
construction of meaning  


• Purposeful evaluation of 
effectiveness of 
communication 


3 


9-12 marks 


• Sensible methods of 
analysis  


• Generally sound use of 
terminology 


• Competent discussion of 
topic  


• Mostly accurate 
expression with some 
lapses 


5-6 marks 


• Sound understanding 
of concepts  


• Sensible discussion of 
issues  


• Generally appropriate 
selection of supporting 
examples 


5-6 marks 


• Sensible analysis of 
contextual factors  


• Generally clear 
discussion of the 
construction of meaning  


• Relevant evaluation of 
effectiveness of 
communication 


2 


5-8 marks 


• Basic methods of analysis  
• Using some terminology 


with some accuracy  
• Uneven discussion of 


topic  
• Straightforward 


expression, with technical 
inaccuracy 


3-4 marks 


• Some understanding of 
concepts  


• Basic discussion of 
issues  


• Some points supported 
by examples 


3-4 marks 


• Some valid analysis of 
contextual factors  


• Undeveloped 
discussion of the 
construction of meaning  


• Inconsistent evaluation 
of effectiveness of 
communication 


1 


1-4 marks 


• Limited methods of 
analysis  


• Some grasp of basic 
terminology  


• Undeveloped discussion 
of topic  


• Errors in expression and 
lapses in clarity 


1-2 marks 


• A few simple points 
made about concepts  


• Limited discussion of 
issues  


• Few examples cited 


1-2 marks 


• Some basic awareness 
of context  


• Little sense of how 
meaning is constructed  


• Limited evaluation of 
effectiveness of 
communication 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy 
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(b)  Write a newspaper report about the sacking of a high-profile figure.  [20] 
 


In planning your response, you should consider: 


• the key features of newspaper reports 


• the relationship with the target audience and purpose of writing 


• the lexical and grammatical features appropriate to the genre. 
 


Aim to write approximately 350 words. 
 


 
This question tests the candidate's ability to use English to communicate in different ways, to 
demonstrate expertise in shaping, crafting and developing ideas, and to show creativity in 
engaging an audience. 
 
Overview  
 
Characteristics of a successful response may include: 


• an appropriate form 


• sophisticated sense of genre  


• clear awareness of the needs of the audience (e.g. stylistic variation according to sub-
genre of newspaper chosen) 


• focused, thoughtful content e.g. techniques and effects  


• effective stylistic choices e.g. journalese/sensationalism (tabloid) versus more 
sophisticated and apparently objective (quality)  


• appropriate and engaging written expression. 
 
Characteristics of a less successful response may include: 


• limited awareness of form and genre 


• less awareness of different audiences for different sub-genres of newspaper 


• less awareness of appropriate style, tone, content 


• issues with clarity and accuracy. 
 
This is not a checklist. Credit other valid interpretations. 
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Assessment Grid Unit 2: Question 1(b) 
 


BAND 
AO5 
Demonstrate expertise and creativity in the use of 
English in different ways [20 marks] 


Guidance 


5 


17-20 marks 


• High level of creativity with some flair 


• Confident and original expression 


• Skilful engagement with audience 


• Form and structure linked intelligently to content 


High (19-20): Demonstrates expertise and self-assurance, flair and originality with 
language consciously and creatively manipulated for effect. Intelligent and engaging 
writing. Skilful engagement with audience. 
 
Low (17-18): Very good understanding of task. Genre and style understanding underpins 
choices made about form/structure. Polished style. Voice confident in places, with some 
confident engagement with audience. 


4 


13-16 marks 


• Thoughtful creativity 


• Well-crafted and controlled expression 


• Effective engagement with audience 


• Form and structure purposefully linked to content 


High (15-16): Strong sense of the writer as an individual. Thoughtful creativity. Some 
assured linguistic choices. Response shaped by an understanding of target audience.  
Explicit focus on task genre. Carefully controlled and sustained expression. 
 
Low (13-14): Response consciously crafted for effect in places. Some purposeful language 
choices. Secure understanding of audience. Effective structure. 


3 


9-12 marks 


• Reasonable creativity 


• Sound expression 


• Clear attempt to engage audience 


• Form and structure sensibly linked to content 


High (11-12): Clear personal voice. Creative linguistic choices. Clear engagement with 
target audience. Organises material for effect. Expression generally sound and style 
controlled. 
 
Low (9-10):  Expression mostly sound. Clear organisation. Focuses on demands of task 
and attempts to engage with audience. Good sense of shaping the writing. Some 
understanding of link between form, content and structure. 


2 


5-8 marks 


• Some creativity 


• Basic expression with some accuracy 


• Some awareness of audience 


• Some attempt to match form and structure to content 


High (7-8): Straightforward expression. Some creative engagement with task. Sense of 
structure. Clear signs that knowledge of genre underpins some lexical choices. Some 
awareness of audience. 
 
Low (5-6): Technical errors but they will not affect understanding. Some basic awareness 
of genre and audience in places. Some stylistic inconsistency. 


1 


1-4 marks 


• Limited creativity 


• Basic expression with some accuracy 


• Some awareness of audience 


• Limited attempt to link form and structure to content 


High (3-4): Technical inaccuracy and lack of fluency in expression. Some limited 
awareness of audience. Some evidence of occasional attempt to choose words for effect. 
 
Low (1-2): Expression often awkward and frequent technical errors. Little explicit evidence 
of organisation. Cursory awareness of demands of task. Response may be very brief or 
incomplete. 


0 0 marks:  Response not credit worthy 
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(c) Write a commentary for the text you have produced, analysing and evaluating 
your language use. [20] 


 
 Comment particularly on your language choices and their effectiveness in relation to 


the context given in part (b). 
 


 
This question tests the candidate's ability to analyse and evaluate the ways in which 
contextual factors affect linguistic choices and shape meaning. Responses should 
demonstrate an understanding of how language is used through critical selection of relevant 
concepts and issues, and should be logically organised with clear topic sentences and a 
developing argument. 
 


Assessment Grid Unit 2: Question 1(c) 
 


BAND 
AO2 AO3 


10 marks 10 marks 


5 


9-10 marks 


• Confident interpretation of the task 


• Confident understanding of 
concepts and issues relevant to 
language use 


9-10 marks 


• Confident analysis of contextual 
factors 


• Productive discussion of the 
construction of meaning 


• Perceptive evaluation 


4 


7-8 marks 


• Effective awareness of the task 


• Secure understanding of concepts 
and issues relevant to language 
use 


7-8 marks 


• Effective analysis of contextual 
factors 


• Some insightful discussion of the 
construction of meaning 


• Purposeful evaluation 


3 


5-6 marks 


• Sensible awareness of the task  


• Sound understanding of concepts 
and issues relevant to language 
use 


5-6 marks 


• Sensible analysis of contextual 
factors 


• Generally clear discussion of the 
construction of meaning 


• Relevant evaluation 


2 


3-4 marks 


• Basic awareness of the task  


• Reasonable understanding of 
concepts and issues relevant to 
language use 


3-4 marks 


• Some valid analysis of contextual 
factors 


• Undeveloped discussion of the 
construction of meaning 


• Inconsistent evaluation 


1 


1-2 marks 


• Some general awareness of the 
task  


• Some understanding of concepts 
and issues relevant to language 
use 


1-2 marks 


• Some general awareness of context 


• Limited sense of how meaning is 
constructed 


• Limited evaluation 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy 
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Answer one question only. Each question is presented in three parts:
answer all three parts.


Either,


1. The text below is an extract from The Anatomy of Power written by a political journalist. It is a 
non-fiction account about British Prime Ministers. In the extract, Prime Minister Clement Attlee 
sacks a minister in his team he has known well for twenty years.


 Read the text and then answer the question below. You should use appropriate terminology 
and provide relevant supporting examples.


 (a) Using the extract as a starting point, analyse and evaluate how spoken language 
is used to control and dominate others. You must refer to other examples of 
spoken control and dominance in your response. [40]


 In your answer, you should consider:


 • the lexical and grammatical choices


 • the relationship between participants


 • contextual factors relevant to this text and other spoken examples.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


Attlee got down to business without ceremony.
“Good t’see you. I’m carrying through Government changes. Want your job for 


somebody else. Sake of the party, y’know. Write me the usual letter. Think of something 
as the excuse. Health, family, too much travelling, constituency calls. Anything will do. 
Good fellow. Thanks.”


The minister suddenly realised he had been sacked. “But why, Prime Minister? 
Why have you sacked me like this, without warning, with no complaints that I know of, no 
talk in advance?”


Removing his pipe from his mouth, looking up from the papers on which he had 
started to write, Attlee barked: “’Cos you don’t measure up to yer job. That’s why. Thanks 
for coming. Secretary will show you out.”







Turn over.


2
7


0
0


U
2


0
1


0
3
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 (b) Write a newspaper report about the sacking of a high-profile figure.  [20]


  In planning your response, you should consider:


 • the key features of newspaper reports


 • the relationship with the target audience and purpose of writing


 • the lexical and grammatical features appropriate to the genre.


  Aim to write approximately 350 words.


 (c) Write a commentary for the text you have produced, analysing and evaluating 
your language use. [20]


  Comment particularly on your language choices and their effectiveness in relation to the 
context given in part (b).


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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Or,


2. The transcript below is an extract from a conversation between a doctor and a patient.


 Read the extract and then answer the question below. You should use appropriate terminology 
and provide relevant supporting examples.


 (a) Using the extract as a starting point, analyse and evaluate how experts use 
language in different situations. You must refer to other examples of how experts 
use language in your response. [40]


  In your answer, you should consider:


 • the lexical and grammatical choices


 • the relationship between participants


 • contextual factors relevant to this text and other spoken and/or written examples.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


Doctor: How have you been feeling in general?
Patient: Pretty well. No complaints, really.
Doctor: Could you roll up your left sleeve? I’d like to take your blood pressure.
Patient: Certainly.
Doctor: 120 over 80. That’s fine. You don’t seem to be overweight, that’s good. Do you 


exercise regularly?
Patient: No, not really. If I run up a flight of stairs, it takes me a while to get my breath 


back. I need to get out more.
Doctor: That would be a good idea. Now, I’m going to listen to your heart.
Patient: Ooh, that’s cold!
Doctor: Don’t worry, it’s just my stethoscope. Now, breathe in and hold your breath. 


Please pull up your shirt, and breathe deeply … Everything sounds good. Let’s 
take a look at your throat. Please open wide and say ‘ahhh’.


Patient: Ahhh.
Doctor: OK. Everything looks shipshape. I’m going to order some blood tests and that’s 


about it. Take this slip to the front desk and they’ll arrange an appointment for the 
tests.


Patient: Thank you, doctor. 
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 (b)  As an expert on your local area, you have been asked to write the script for an 
audio guide for tourists. [20]


  While this is a text written to be spoken, it should not be presented as a transcript.


  In planning your response, you should consider:


 • which details of the area to include


 • ways to engage your audience


 • the lexical and grammatical features appropriate to the purpose and genre.


  Aim to write approximately 350 words.


 (c) Write a commentary for the text you have produced, analysing and evaluating 
your language use. [20]


  Comment particularly on your language choices and their effectiveness in relation to the 
context given in part (b).


END OF PAPER


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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GUEST
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AO2: secure understanding of concepts and some intelligent discussion of issues - 8
AO3: effective analysis of contextual factors, some insightful discussion of construction of meaning, slightly less with the wider examples - 7

tot. 31
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somewhat 
descriptive


wider example


AO3


AO1: uneven discussion of topic as result of short response, basic methods of analysis 
and some accurate terminology - 7
AO2: some understanding of concepts and basic discussion of issues, provides 
examples - 4
AO3: some valid analysis of contextual factors, undeveloped discussion of construction
of meaning - 4


tot. 15







engaging title


focus is on Heard lawsuit, not Depp sacking - despite title


sudden change in register style?


inclusion 
of social media
post not effective







not appropriate for genre


AO5: short response - some creative engagement with task, some awareness of audience 
and genre. - 7







genre
audience


AO2/AO3


descriptive


AO2 stance
& tenor


Audience AO3


descriptive







attempts to
evaluate


some awareness
of register


AO2: basic awareness of task, reasonable understanding of concepts and issues - 3
AO3: limited discussion of the constrution of meaning and limited evaluation - 2


tot. 5
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AO2, AO3 - valid
discussion of power in context
some language analysis AO1
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meaning AO3


wider example


lacks specifics in e.g.
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face


AO1 some
valid analysis


AO2


convergence AO2







asymmetrical
AO2, AO3
wider example


analysis of
metaphor
face
AO1, AO2


wider example







valid point
if a little
descriptive
AO3


AO1: Sensible methods of analysis, sound terminology - 12
AO2: secure understanding of concepts and some intelligent discussion 
of issues - 7
AO3: while discussion of stimulus is at times insightful, this is missing from wider
examples; sensible analysis of context and clear discussion of construction of meaning
- 6


tot. 25







engaging


typical register
and stylistic
features for genre







conventions
of sports reportage







AO5: flair and originality, intelligent and engaging writing, skilful engagement with
audience - 20


descriptive
some awareness
of register


audience needs







wider context







audience


example is more allusion than pun


relationship readers







AO2: sensible awareness of task, sound understanding of concepts and issues - 6
AO3: some insightful discussion of construction of meaning, especially in 2nd half, 
initial half more descriptive at times - 7
tot. 13
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Question 2 (a): Experts’ Language (Language and Situation) 
 


 AO1 AO2 AO3 AO5 


Question 1 (a) 20 marks 10 marks 10 marks  


Question 1 (b)    20 marks 


Question 1 (c)  10 marks 10 marks  


 


2. The transcript below is an extract from a conversation between a doctor and a patient. 
 


(a) Using the extract as a starting point, analyse and evaluate how experts use 
language in different situations. You must refer to other examples of how 
experts use language in your response. [40] 


 


In your answer, you should consider: 


• the lexical and grammatical choices 


• the relationship between participants 


• contextual factors relevant to this text and other spoken and/or written 
examples. 


 


 
This question tests the candidate's ability to analyse language using appropriate 
terminology, to evaluate how the contextual factors have shaped meaning, and to 
demonstrate an understanding of how language is used through critical selection of relevant 
concepts and issues. The candidate's ability to organise their response logically with clear 
topic sentences and a developing argument is also tested. 
 
Overview  
 
Characteristics of a successful response may include: 


• confident analysis of the extract as a starting point before developing the argument to 
encompass a range of appropriate, carefully analysed wider examples 


• explicit demonstration of language knowledge 


• critical application of relevant of issues, concepts and theories  


• comprehensive evaluation of the effect of contextual factors  


• clear critical understanding of the relationship between specific ideas and the focus 
question 


• focused discussion of key concepts 


• focused discussion of key issues  


• thoughtful understanding of how context affects linguistic choices 


• sophisticated awareness of the importance of audience, purpose, situation and occasion. 
 
Characteristics of a less successful response may include: 


• limited/non-specific discussion of the extract as a starting point 


• limited provision of wider examples/response focusing entirely on the extract 


• inaccurate use of terminology applied to demonstrate language knowledge 


• lack of specific focus on the question e.g. discussing those spoken or written to experts, 
rather than the language of the experts themselves 


• general discussion of concepts/issues not used to explore candidate’s own examples 


• lack of specific examples selected to support all points 


• context discussed in general terms. 
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There are several theories that candidates could use: 


• Accommodation theory - Giles  


• Personal power (occupational) - Wareing  


• Critical Discourse Analysis - Fairclough  
 
This is not a checklist. Credit other valid interpretations where they display relevant 
knowledge and use appropriate analytical methods. 
 
Notes 
The following notes address features of interest which may be explored, but it is important to 
reward all valid discussion. 
 
Candidates should analyse and evaluate how, in the extract, the doctor uses some subject 
specific language and spoken strategies to comfort, reassure and achieve compliance from 
the patient, before moving on to a wider consideration of experts’ language in both spoken or 
written modes. Candidates must also analyse different examples of experts’ language use 
from their own knowledge/experience. Examples may include (but need not be limited to): 


• other medical settings 


• educational interactions 


• legal briefings 


• textbooks 


• manuals 


• sports reporting etc. 
 
Medium 


• spoken and/or written modes - possibility for discussion of how experts’ language is used 
differently depending on mode 


 
Tenor 


• level of formality, technical registers/avoidance of specialist language for novice 
audience 


• jargon/field-specific/specialised lexis or avoidance of this through use of less technical 
synonyms 


• levels of fluency in spoken language/grammatical complexity in written mode 


• sentence/utterance types/moods 


• how clarity is achieved 


• purpose 


• discourse features. 
 
This is not a checklist. Look for and reward valid alternatives. 
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BAND 
AO1 AO2 AO3 


20 marks 10 marks 10 marks 


5 


17-20 marks 


• Sophisticated methods of 
analysis 


• Confident use of a wide 
range of terminology  


• Perceptive discussion of 
topic  


• Coherent, academic style 


9-10 marks 


• Detailed critical 
understanding of 
concepts  


• Perceptive 
discussion of issues  


• Confident and 
concise selection of 
supporting examples 


9-10 marks 


• Confident analysis of a 
range of contextual factors  


• Productive discussion of 
the construction of 
meaning  


• Perceptive evaluation of 
effectiveness of 
communication 


4 


13-16 marks 


• Effective methods of 
analysis  


• Secure use of a range of 
terminology  


• Thorough discussion of 
topic 


• Expression generally 
accurate and clear 


7-8 marks 


• Secure 
understanding of 
concepts  


• Some intelligent 
discussion of issues  


• Consistent selection 
of apt supporting 
examples 


7-8 marks 


• Effective analysis of 
contextual factors  


• Some insightful discussion 
of the construction of 
meaning  


• Purposeful evaluation of 
effectiveness of 
communication 


3 


9-12 marks 


• Sensible methods of 
analysis  


• Generally sound use of 
terminology 


• Competent discussion of 
topic  


• Mostly accurate 
expression with some 
lapses 


5-6 marks 


• Sound understanding 
of concepts  


• Sensible discussion 
of issues  


• Generally appropriate 
selection of 
supporting examples 


5-6 marks 


• Sensible analysis of 
contextual factors  


• Generally clear discussion 
of the construction of 
meaning  


• Relevant evaluation of 
effectiveness of 
communication 


2 


5-8 marks 


• Basic methods of 
analysis  


• Using some terminology 
with some accuracy  


• Uneven discussion of 
topic  


• Straightforward 
expression, with technical 
inaccuracy 


3-4 marks 


• Some understanding 
of concepts  


• Basic discussion of 
issues  


• Some points 
supported by 
examples 


3-4 marks 


• Some valid analysis of 
contextual factors  


• Undeveloped discussion of 
the construction of 
meaning  


• Inconsistent evaluation of 
effectiveness of 
communication 


1 


1-4 marks 


• Limited methods of 
analysis  


• Some grasp of basic 
terminology  


• Undeveloped discussion 
of topic  


• Errors in expression and 
lapses in clarity 


1-2 marks 


• A few simple points 
made about concepts  


• Limited discussion of 
issues  


• Few examples cited 


1-2 marks 


• Some basic awareness of 
context  


• Little sense of how 
meaning is constructed  


• Limited evaluation of 
effectiveness of 
communication 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy 
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(b)  As an expert on your local area, you have been asked to write the script for 
an audio guide for tourists. [20] 


 
While this is a text written to be spoken, it should not be presented as a transcript. 


 
In planning your response, you should consider: 


• which details of the area to include 


• ways to engage your audience 


• the lexical and grammatical features appropriate to the purpose and genre. 
 


 
This question tests the candidate's ability to use English to communicate in different ways, to 
demonstrate expertise in shaping, crafting and developing ideas, and to show creativity in 
engaging an audience. 
 
Overview  
 
Characteristics of a successful response may include: 


• an appropriate form 


• sophisticated sense of genre  


• clear awareness of the needs of the audience (immediate engagement through direct 
address, rhetorical devices etc.) 


• focused, thoughtful content e.g. knowledge of the local area, landmarks etc. 


• effective stylistic choices e.g. establishing appropriate tone and sense of voice 


• appropriate and engaging written expression. 
 
Characteristics of a less successful response may include: 


• lack of engagement with audience 


• lack of awareness of task e.g. stating basic facts about the area with no sense of 
audience or purpose 


• lack of appropriate linguistic features suitable to the genre 


• issues with clarity and/or accuracy. 
 
This is not a checklist. Credit other valid interpretations. 
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Assessment Grid Unit 2: Question 2(b) 
 


BAND 
AO5 
Demonstrate expertise and creativity in the use of 
English in different ways [20 marks] 


Guidance 


5 


17-20 marks 


• High level of creativity with some flair 


• Confident and original expression 


• Skilful engagement with audience 


• Form and structure linked intelligently to content 


High (19-20): Demonstrates expertise and self-assurance, flair and originality with language 
consciously and creatively manipulated for effect. Intelligent and engaging writing. Skilful 
engagement with audience. 
 


Low (17-18): Very good understanding of task. Genre and style understanding underpins 
choices made about form/structure. Polished style.  Voice confident in places, with some 
confident engagement with audience. 


4 


13-16 marks 


• Thoughtful creativity 


• Well-crafted and controlled expression 


• Effective engagement with audience 


• Form and structure purposefully linked to content 


High (15-16): Strong sense of the writer as an individual. Thoughtful creativity. Some 
assured linguistic choices. Response shaped by an understanding of target audience.  
Explicit focus on task genre. Carefully controlled and sustained expression. 
 


Low (13-14): Response consciously crafted for effect in places. Some purposeful language 
choices. Secure understanding of audience. Effective structure. 


3 


9-12 marks 


• Reasonable creativity 


• Sound expression 


• Clear attempt to engage audience 


• Form and structure sensibly linked to content 


High (11-12): Clear personal voice. Creative linguistic choices. Clear engagement with 
target audience. Organises material for effect. Expression generally sound and style 
controlled. 
 


Low (9-10): Expression mostly sound. Clear organisation. Focuses on demands of task and 
attempts to engage with audience. Good sense of shaping the writing. Some understanding 
of link between form, content and structure. 


2 


5-8 marks 


• Some creativity 


• Basic expression with some accuracy 


• Some awareness of audience 


• Some attempt to match form and structure to content 


High (7-8): Straightforward expression. Some creative engagement with task. Sense of 
structure. Clear signs that knowledge of genre underpins some lexical choices. Some 
awareness of audience. 
 


Low (5-6): Technical errors but they will not affect understanding. Some basic awareness of 
genre and audience in places. Some stylistic inconsistency. 


1 


1-4 marks 


• Limited creativity 


• Basic expression with some accuracy 


• Some awareness of audience 


• Limited attempt to link form and structure to content 


High (3-4): Technical inaccuracy and lack of fluency in expression. Some limited awareness 
of audience. Some evidence of occasional attempt to choose words for effect. 
 


Low (1-2): Expression often awkward and frequent technical errors. Little explicit evidence 
of organisation. Cursory awareness of demands of task. Response may be very brief or 
incomplete. 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy 
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(c) Write a commentary for the text you have produced, analysing and evaluating 
your language use. [20] 


 
Comment particularly on your language choices and their effectiveness in relation to 
the context given in part (b). 


 


 
This question tests the candidate's ability to analyse and evaluate the ways in which 
contextual factors affect linguistic choices and shape meaning. Responses should 
demonstrate an understanding of how language is used through critical selection of relevant 
concepts and issues, and be organised logically with clear topic sentences and a developing 
argument. 
 


Assessment Grid Unit 2: Question 2(c) 
 


BAND 
AO2 AO3 


10 marks 10 marks 


5 


9-10 marks 


• Confident interpretation of the task,  


• Confident understanding of 
concepts and issues relevant to 
language use 


9-10 marks 


• Confident analysis of contextual 
factors 


• Productive discussion of the 
construction of meaning 


• Perceptive evaluation 


4 


7-8 marks 


• Effective awareness of the task,  


• Secure understanding of concepts 
and issues relevant to language 
use 


7-8 marks 


• Effective analysis of contextual 
factors 


• Some insightful discussion of the 
construction of meaning 


• Purposeful evaluation 


3 


5-6 marks 


• Sensible awareness of the task,  


• Sound understanding of concepts 
and issues relevant to language 
use 


5-6 marks 


• Sensible analysis of contextual 
factors 


• Generally clear discussion of the 
construction of meaning 


• Relevant evaluation 


2 


3-4 marks 


• Basic awareness of the task,  


• Reasonable understanding of 
concepts and issues relevant to 
language use 


3-4 marks 


• Some valid analysis of contextual 
factors 


• Undeveloped discussion of the 
construction of meaning 


• Inconsistent evaluation 


1 


1-2 marks 


• Some general awareness of the 
task,  


• Some understanding of concepts 
and issues relevant to language 
use 


1-2 marks 


• Some general awareness of context 


• Limited sense of how meaning is 
constructed 


• Limited evaluation 


0 0 marks:  Response not credit worthy 
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Broad


e.g.?


AO3


e.g.


AO2
AO1


AO2, AO3


valid point, 
but inaccurate
concept & term
applied.


AO3 relevant evaluation


AO2


Question 2 - Example 2







descriptive


wider example
AO3, AO2


descriptive


wider example
explores issue
applies concept
AO2, AO3


some valid discussion
expertise in example is implied







descriptive


link to Q focus
not made clear


wider example


no focus on
experts using 
language


AO1: some accurate terminology - uneven discussion of topic, focuses on different 
situations, not on experts using language, although at times is implied in wider e.g. - 8


AO2: basic discussion of issues and some understanding of concepts - 4


AO3: sensible analysis of contextual factors, clear discussion of construction of 
meaning - 5


tot: 17







humour


conventions of audioguide genre


engaging


effective use
of discourse
marker







variety in structure
to engage listener


awareness
of varied 
audience


AO5: Skillful engagement with audience, flair and originality - consciously crafted for effect
20







vague


audience


purpose


insightful discussion
of construction
of meaning







awareness
of audience needs


AO2: sensible awareness of task, sound understanding of concepts and issues relevant
to language used - 6
AO3: sensible analysis of contextual factors, generally clear discussion of construction
of meaning - 6


tot. 12












Question 2 - Example 1



GUEST

broad
discussion of
status





GUEST



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

not fully developed
not linked to 
Q focus



GUEST



GUEST

AO2 politeness







GUEST



GUEST

AO1 modal



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

Effective analyis 
of construction of meaning AO3



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

AO2 - nature
of situation



GUEST

AO2 / AO3 reassurance



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST







GUEST

role of GP
AO2/AO3



GUEST



GUEST

listing theories



GUEST

While this
is valid, as a
wider example
it is not focused
on question topic
and moves to 
issues of power alone
not expertise.



GUEST







GUEST

descriptive



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

wider example
linked to Q focus
in very broad sense



GUEST



GUEST

descriptive







GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

relevant wider
example - AO3,
Grice AO2
expertise linked
to situation AO2



GUEST

misunder-
standing
of Quality
maxim in example



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST







GUEST



GUEST

AO1: sensible methods of analysis, generally sound terminology - 9
AO2: sensible discussion of issues, appropriate selection of e.g.s - 5
AO3: generally clear discussion of construction of meaning, sensible contextual analysis - 5



GUEST

engaging opening



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

awareness of immediacy of genre



GUEST

appropriate
lang choices



GUEST



GUEST







GUEST



GUEST

effective



GUEST



GUEST

expression



GUEST







appropriate details



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

humour



GUEST



GUEST

audience



GUEST







GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

AO5: Thoughtful creativity with some assured linguistic choices; language shaped by awareness of audience, purpose & genre. - 16



GUEST

Audience, 
situation they 
encounter text
AO2, AO3



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

purpose







GUEST

evaluation - AO3



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

evaluation - linked
to context AO3



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

AO2 & AO3
name-dropping



GUEST

Reflects on
language choices



GUEST



GUEST







GUEST

Relevant issue
and perceptive
evaluative point



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST



GUEST

AO3 audience
purpose



GUEST

AO2 tenor



GUEST



GUEST

AO2: effective awareness of task, secure understanding of relevant issues affecting language usage - 8
AO3: Effective analysis of contextual factors, some insightful discussion of construction of meaning & purposeful evaluation - 8

tot. 16
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